A method is suggested for estimating unknown velocities by combining their sparse measurements with observations of a tracer on a fine grid advected by the underlined velocity field. The dependence of the estimation error on a coarseness parameter and parameters of the flow in question is investigated numerically using synthetic velocity fields typical for real oceanic circulation. In an advanced version of the estimation procedure uncertainty in the transport equation forcing is modeled via a fuzzy sets approach. We also compare the method with a traditional interpolation which is in contrast to the developed procedure unable to capture the flow details.
Introduction
The problem of retrieving a surface circulation in the ocean from observations of tracers such as sea surface temperature and chlorophyll concentration has been intensively discussed for the decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] because of its great practical and theoretical importance. In general it is an ill-posed inverse problem since the current component tangent to the tracer lines never can be recovered [2] . For that reason different additional conjectures were used to get a unique solution such as a scale separation [5] [6] [7] [8] . In alternative approaches optimizing an appropriate cost function was suggested [3, 4, 13] or tracer observations were assimilated in numerical models of oceanic circulation [14] .
If there is an independent source of information on the surface velocities such as a circulation model output then the problem can be formulated in a well-posed fashion using multi-objective optimization ideas [16] [17] [18] . The present work extends these ideas to a new set up which is of great practical importance: to estimate a surface circulation from high resolution tracer observations and sparse measurements of the surface velocity itself.
Typically, direct measurements of the surface velocities in the ocean covering a significant area cannot provide a high degree of the space resolution because of technical difficulties and high cost of such measurements. For example the distance between ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) stations in NAVOCEANO shipboard surveys (California Coastal Region) is about 18.5 km. On the other hand the space resolution of satellite observations of the sea surface temperature and chlorophyll concentration is much higher, 2 km or less depending on a type of radiometers. Thus, a task is to optimally combine these two kinds of data to restore the true circulation with highest possible resolution.
Here we consider a simplified formulation of the problem as follows. Assume that an unknown 2D velocity field   , t u x is observed on a coarse space grid coarse at a fixed time . Then assume that two snapshots
   x of a tracer field are available as well on a fine grid , where the tracer concentration is covered by
with a poorly known forcing   , f t x . The problem is to estimate the velocity field on the fine grid by optimally combining both sorts of observations.
We first discuss the problem when the forcing in (1) is completely known (Section 2). This is the case for satellite observations of sea surface temperature since they are usually accompanied with heat fluxes measurements. In Section 3 we extend the approach to a poorly known forcing modeling its uncertainty in terms of fuzzy sets.  and t  can be accurately computed.
Denote by 1 the velocities measured at nearest neighbors 1 2 of x on the coarse grid coarse . For the present purposes neither the number nor the configuration of the neighbors matters. To estimate the velocity at we suggest to solve the following conditional optimization problem
where k are prescribed weights (matrices or scalars).
A quadratic cost function is traditionally used in statistical estimation problems. In our context its advantage is that unconditional optimization of leads to a linear interpolation widely used in oceanographic research.
The solution obtained by a standard procedure of Lagrangian multiplier is given by
where
is the interpolated velocity. So, the resulting estimator consists of interpolation (the first term in (2)) and a correction according to the tracer observations (the second term). i.e. theoretically speaking the method would give about improvement comparing to the interpolation. In our numerical experiments with realistic flows shown below this number varies in the range 12% -32%.
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Unknown Forcing
Here we assume that the forcing in (1) is not known, rather some reasonable confidence interval is available. Namely, one believes that
is a given background and is a margin depending on the location and moment as well which henceforth are fixed. The tracer gradient on the right hand side is introduced to keep the velocity dimension for .
then the last inequality is written as 
is outside of the interval [19, 20] . To satisfy Equation (1) in condition of uncertainty about the forcing we formulate the problem of estimating
which in the traditional approach does not have a solution in contrast to the conditional optimization discussed above for the case of known forcing. A key concept in multi-objective optimization is a Pareto optimal solution, e.g. [21] . In plain words it is one in which any improvement of one objective function can be achieved only at the expense of another. For a formal definition see the cited paper.
To find the set of all Pareto optimal solutions for (5) 
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In other words, is a segment on the straight line in the plane
. One of the endpoints of this segment is always coincides with
given by (2) while the another one is either  
h v h   u depending on whether I w is greater or less than . h In principle, any point from could be treated as a sensible estimator of the true velocity. To single out a certain solution one can simply take the middle point of , however we suggest another way which is more consistent with fuzzy logic ideas and also allows to find out an explicit expression for the estimator. Namely, we change the set up (5) and then proceed to another fuzzy two-objective optimization problem
In simple words we try to make the solution as close as possible to the interpolated velocity at the same time maximizing the possibility that just this solution advects the tracer.
The Pareto optimal set for (7) also can be efficiently described similarly to (6) and then the unique solution can be singled out by taking its center of mass
according to fuzzy logic standard rules in aggregating information coming from different sources [19, 20] . Let us parameterize I m   as a circular cone inside the circle and zero otherwise where is a parameter characterizing uncertainties in the velocity observations. Then take as a triangle membership function defined by triplet . As a result (8) van be readily found in explicit form. Namely, denote
where for 0 
Simulations
Gyre Superimposed with Eddy System
In the first series of experiments the "true" velocity field is given by the following stream function 
In all below experiments the region
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Known Forcing
In the first experiment we assumed zero forcing for the tracer, 0 f  . The estimates (2) were computed for each time moment d , 1, ,300 t n t n    with d 0.01 t  and then compared to the pure interpolation.
Weights k in the interpolation objective function were chosen to be inversely proportional to the squared We also show the gyre itself (last panel at the bottom) to illustrate that the interpolation itself captures well the large scale part of the circulation.
Results for other experiments are summarized in the following table.
From Table 1 the following conclusions can be drawn -In all the instances the estimation error is less than the interpolation error. -The estimation error is most sensitive to the coarseness parameter c characterizing sparseness of the velocity observations. -The least influential parameter is the patch radius. Tables 2 and 3 was to examine high and low amplitudes . a As one can see from Table 2 a sharp rise in the eddy amplitudes (ten times) modestly increases the estimation error, while when we go back to very small amplitude 1 a  the error decays by 2 -3 times depending on the coarseness ( Table 3 ).
Unknown Forcing
In the second series of experiments we tested the same model and "real" velocities with the "unknown" tracer forcing Table 2 . Dependence of the estimation and interpolation error on the observation coarseness (c) and the patch radius (R) for the fixed amplitude a = 50 and eddy density k = 3. Table 3 . Dependence of the estimation and interpolation error on the observation coarseness (c) and the patch radius (R) for the fixed amplitude a = 1 and eddy density k = 3. where is a given amplitude. The experiment conditions were the same as in the previous subsection except that the transport Equation (1) was integrated to generate tracer observations with the forcing given in (10) and the velocity estimates were obtained from the more general Equation (9) instead of (2). We underscore that in estimating the velocity field by (9) expression (10) for the forcing was not used at all. The only information on the forcing used for estimating was and h . The main conclusions concerning an unknown forcing are as follows: -In most of scenarios the fuzzy estimator overperforms the non-fuzzy one. -Under high amplitude of an unknown forcing and low coarseness the simple interpolation can perform better than either of the estimators.
Coastal Flow
The goal of the last experiment Which is prensented in Figure 2 was to examine the method performance in detecting a single vortex (eddy) surrounded by a steady coastal current. The "true" velocity field is shown in the first panel at the upper row. On the next panel sparse direct velocity measurements are presented, which certainly do not allow to capture the eddy because of too low resolution. Finally, in the third panel we give tracer observations which exposing the eddy, but not sufficient to recover the whole flow. The estimate according to the developed fuzzy algorithm is shown in the first panel of the lower row. One can see that the procedure was able to efficiently combine both kinds of the observations thereby adequately to retrieve both the eddy and background current. We compare the result with a pure interpolation (second panel) where the eddy turned out to be almost invisible. The only positive outcome of the interpolation is a fair estimate of the background flow (last panel).
In terms of numbers the improvement of the fuzzy estimate comparing to interpolation is only about , but in fact qualitatively the results are quite different. 
Conclusions
A method is developed for estimating surface velocities on a fine grid by combining o kinds of observations: tw velocity itself on a coarse grid and tracer on a fine grid. The first version of the method is aimed at the known forcing in the transport equation. The corresponding estimator is nothing more but the solution of a classical conditional optimization problem with a traditional quadratic cost function. Numerical experiments were conducted with a gyre superimposed by a vortex system to investigate the method performance depending on the coarseness of velocity measurements, the number of eddies, and the gyre radius. Improvement in the estimate comparing to the pure interpolation was around 25% -40% depending on the above parameters.
In the second version of the method designed for a poorly known forcing we model uncertainties in the forcing and velocity measurements using a fuzzy set approach. Arising a simple two-objective fuzzy optimization problem allows an explicit solution. With poorly known forcing an improvement in estimation comparing to interpolation is more modest. Moreover, for low coarseness interpolation can work even slightly better under large unknown forcing. As for comparing the fuzzy and non-fuzzy algorithm (which does not account for uncertainties in the forcing at all) the former is better in all the scenarii, even though the difference in estimation error is not much significant.
On the qualitative level the method overperforms interpolation as well for a typical coastal flow with an isolated eddy.
